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“I would say all that time between Bronze and Gold should make you want to go.”
- Check out page 3
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interested in joining their counterparts in
the region for the Caribbean Award SubRegional Council camp in The Bahamas.

Coming to Cat Island

There was a very high level of interest
from across the island’s groups In fact it
was standing room only and the first
meeting in October to share information
to both parents and participants. At that
time they were also introduced to the
Contingent leader, Fabian Norville.
Fabian has a depth of experience
relevant to the Adventurous Journey
section. In addition to having the gold
award and being a member of the
Expedition Panel, he is a key leader for
the Venture Scouts in the Bridgetown
District.
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Destination Bahamas is next up for
Barbados’s gold participants. Starting in
October there has been constant activity
in preparation for the annual overseas
expedition. All those who were
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The training programme for those
interested in attending the camp started
in earnest in November with a short oneday hike. The group also had a fitness
test in December. For the trainee
leaders there is an additional training
programme that is designed to advance
their leadership abilities and other skills
for becoming group leaders for the
Award. As part of their preparation they

will have to draft and execute a full day
for the participants. Over the coming
months the contingent members will
prove their readiness as they engage in
training sessions that range from water
safety to navigation. All are looking
forward to an exciting adventure on Cat
Island in The Bahamas.
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IGE—An Experience of a lifetime
In 2017 Jamar Odwin and Fabian Norville
attended the Award’s International Gold
Event in the Czech Republic. At that
event Jamar was elected as Emerging
leader for the Americas Region along
with Renece Willis– Bazil from The
Cayman Islands.
Here are a few snippets from an
interview with IGE 2017 reps. The
interview was conducted by Bronze
participant
Sapphire
CharlemagneGittens Check out the Facebook page
and website for the full story.

from this climate so there
were some adjustments to
be made. Amusing because
we got to interact with a lot
of different cultures and
personalities. Being able to
learn more about other
people and gets some idea
of their different quirks,
habits maybe some pitfalls.
Overall insightful because
we did get an idea of how
the program works around the world and
to look into some things that we can
explore here, different ways we can
actually
help
other
countries work with their
programs.
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helping the award. The different field
visits focused on different things like
mine focused on corporate social
responsibility.
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Sapphire: So finishing question- What
would you say to someone now starting
out with bronze?

Fabian: Cold. Amusing. Insightful.
Obviously it’s a new environment for us

Jamar: And we had to do
field visits pretty much on
how you can grow the award so it was
either how you can have the award
benefit from external funding whether it
be financing from business or helping
from sports clubs. The main thing was

For the second consecutive year the
Award’s AGM was in October. This
meeting is always a great opportunity
to get caught up with what is

happening with the programme.
Chairman, Stephen Smith delivered
his customary report on
achievements throughout the year.
The Operations Manager made a
presentation on the use of
technology in delivering the Award.
She made an appeal to all to stay
connected and current via Whatsapp
and other social media. Her
presentation highlighted the online
tools through the Award
community’s online learning hub. It

pointed to the fact that as the world
advances it is impossible to continue
to deliver the Award today without
incorporating technology. During the
elections the entire executive from
2016 was returned to office to
continue work on pre-existing
projects. We wish the entire Council
best of luck in achieving all their
goals over the next year.
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Sapphire: Let’s just start with how you
found the experience.

Jamar: I had a guy from
St.Lucia which was great
because i think technically
you weren’t supposed to be
with persons from your
region I guess so that
people would be forced to
interact. So we were put
into 10 groups.

Fabian: I would say all that time
between Bronze and Gold should make
you want to go. The whole idea of IGE is
how can we make this award better
than it already is. So your experiences
should be leading up to that, you want
to say this is great but I want to
contribute more. Let’s see what I can
gain from IGE so I can contribute that to
my program here and influence to take
part of an experience I enjoyed so much
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Divided into groups, Eighteen leaders
were tasked with planning a short one
day hike. This was very interesting as
each group tried to devise the route
they thought would be the best.
Discussions ensued around which hill
would be easiest and how much off
road distance the group one to cover.
In one particular case the concern was
‘Will we find any fruits along the way?”
and there was an insistence that the sun
be

Regional Director Conducts
Refresher Training
In October, It was leaders and members
of the Expedition panel who were under
the microscope. Regional Director
Americas, David Clarke, conducted a
refresher course on the conditions and
standards for the AJ section. In addition
to reminders on the basic
requirements , leaders were able to
pose queries on various aspects of the
award such as the Award community
and using Social media.
Assisting with the training, Chairman of
the Expedition Panel Garfield Callender
discussed the important of managing
risk. Through discussion with the
leaders he identified various types of
risks which they will face as they plan
and conduct the hikes. He also
reminded them that the members of
the panel are available to assist when
and where needed.
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Speaking to the group on the first day,
Chairman of the National Award
Council, Stephen Smith made the point
that retraining is essential to the
integrity of the Awards delivery. As he
shared some of his own experiences
hiking over the years, he drew attention
to the fact that lapses can be dangerous
for individuals and the group all
together.
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On the
Trails
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few muddy boots and bums. The
terrain though challenging in some
Despite muddy conditions, all friends, areas, it did provide some spectacular
family and dukers had a great time
views. The scenery really transports
when the annual ‘Bring ah fren and
you mentally and some were
come hike’ was held in October. The fascinated to see just how beautiful
hike is usually the start of fundraising
for those interested in attending the
next CASC camp. The route for 2017
included a trek to the top of Mount
Hillaby, in St. Andrew. While that
always brings a measure of
excitement, it was on the way down
that the group had the greatest
adventure. Slipping and sliding all the
way down, everyone had one aim
‘stay off your butt”. Not everyone
was able to fulfil the mission. For
those there for the first time it was a
the country is. Congratulations to the
real eye-opener as to what
Barbados Expedition and Assessment
participants tackle as they go along.
Panel on hosting another successful
As they returned to Hillaby Turners
adventure and we are already looking
Hall School just as the sun was setting,
forward to the 2018 version.
all felt quite accomplished despite a

A fun filled Fun(d)raiser
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considered so a route with shady
areas was a must. Despite the initial
questions as to if they really had to
do it the leaders were able to make
it to the end. In addition to testing
their navigation skills the adults also
had to present oral reports. So they
had to ensure that as they went
along they had to pay close
attention to their surroundings.

